ARENA FOOTING
Classic
Would you like to build a new riding arena? Or would you like to improve your old one?
In both cases COLUMBUS is the right partner
for you. We have got the options, skills and
knowledge to build a perfect riding surface for
you.

We either deliver only the new top layer or
build up the entire footing from the foundation
on. Starting with earthworks, foundations /
base materials up to the top layer you can
order everything with us.

Classic indoor arena footing

We are able to deliver high-quality sand footings for all
disciplines to places all over Germany, Switzerland,
Austria and all other countries close to Germany via our
partner-network.

We also deliver additives like
textile and cocotop and mix it into
your top layer.
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ARENA FOOTING
Classic

When textile and fibres are mixed into the top layers
made of quartz sand we achieve an ideal stability and the
flexibility of the ground will be noticeably improved. It is
an investment which will pay off quickly because of the
longevity of our arena footings.

Your arena footings are also suitable for round pens and
roofed lunging arenas!

Classic outdoor arena footing
Training under the same conditions each day and protection of
the horse’s legs is only possible if the arena is attended to
properly no matter how good the quality is and how expensive it
has been!
Nevertheless, even the best care doesn’t completely protect an
arena surface from irregularities and wear which is why we offer
a maintenance service. Depending on the amount of use and
strain we recommend an annual maintenance with a laser
grader done by an expert.

We also offer fences for arenas and
irrigation systems for outdoor and
indoor arenas!
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